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Quality service, rider support
For some time I have had the pleasure
to have Gwen Hale as driver on the bus
from San Francisco to Oakland. She is a
perfect driver, very safe, very polite,
informative and helpful to your
customers.
She always has a friendly greeting; with
her, we are on time out of the depot in
S.F. and on time home.
Antonia-Maria Darling
Oakland
...
...
...
My husband and I are senior citizens,
have no car, ride your buses a lot, and
always are treated very nicely. Last week
was especially very nice, as I had two
heavy shopping bags and was having a
time getting on the bus. So the driver
(Roger E. Lewis) jumped out of his seat
and helped me so nicely. Also, my husband walks with a cane and many times
the drivers pulled to the curb, making it
easier for him to get on and off.
Mrs. J. C. Baird
Oakland
...
...
...
On three occasions within several
months I have ridden the bus driven by
Walter E. Hill, whose name I requested
due to his constant courtesy to passengers and excellent application to detail
such as timing, careful driving through
heavy traffic, and demanding respect
from passengers (radios silent, no smoking, etc.).
I particularly noted Mr. Hill aiding a
young mother with her baby cart, which
she was trying to lift off the bus.
Melba M. Coveney
Oakland
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This is to express a San Franciscan's
appreciation of one of your dri vers (Vicki
Marlin). It is my hope that others follow
her courteous treatment of passengers.
Jack Marks
San Francisco
...

...

...

Your service has always been excellent, and in 40 or SO years of riding the
bus (I) do not think I ever complained
before.
I phoned AC twice and was informed
the # 18 bus runs every IS minutes, but
the one before the one I rode never
came. Another lady waiting for the bus
commented to me that she wondered
what happened to the previous bus that
never came. Had it arrived, my transfer
would be more than OK, as I told the
driver when he said (the) transfer was no
good. (I) also told him I had no money
for another fare, as my job expired in
May.
Thank you for taking the time to let me
know the outcome of this matter.
Mrs. Patricia Malloy
East Bay

(Ed. Note: Your experience encompasses
important matters of ongoing concern:
maintaining time-schedules and defining the
degree of individual discretion to allow drivers in cases of technically expired transfers
which passengers say are tied to no-show
buses. Please be assured that the matters
noted are under study in three separate
areas of AC Transit: Transportation,
Schedules, and Training)

To all those who have helped make AC Transit a success during the last
year, I would like to express my personal thanks and extend best wishes
for a happy and productive 1984.
It is important, approaching the new year, to remind ourselves of the
factors that make AC Transit a leader in the industry - and of what it
takes to keep the District at the forefront in the future.

Our success is directly dependent on our employees - an outstanding
workforce. The dedication brought to the job by the District's workers,
union and non-union, goes far to rank us among the outstanding transit
systems in the country. And as individuals, we must continue our commitment to provide quality service in 1984 and coming years.
Such dedication has received recognition in years past - here and
across the nation. Beginning in 1984, we here at home will be paying even
more attention to this vital factor through a structured Employee Recognition Program designed to provide greater public acknowledgement of
the exemplary employees who keep the District moving.
The local and national respect accorded AC Transit also results from
leadership provided by our Board of Directors and their resolve to
'address the needs of the public. Their decisions determine our direction;
in charting the District's successful course, the Board is to be commended.
Most importantly: let us remember the "Thank You" that is in order to
our passengers, who, through their support of public transit, have helped
maintain and improve the quality of life in the communities we serve.
Our riders are the reason we are here; their patronage is deserving of
our sincere appreciation. And their continued patronage marks the key to
our survival and success. Our future depends on our ability to provide the
transportation services they need and want.
I feel very hopeful about 1984. If we rededicate ourselves to making
AC Transit's record of performance an outstanding one, our joint efforts
can make 1984 an outstanding benchmark in AC Transit history.

L.A. Kimball
General Manager
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Vying for contracts is key issue

Newsletter response

Increased competition for service contracts is stimulating discussion, among
both management and union, as to how
best to organize and utilize District
resources - equipment, facilities, and
drivers - to operate economically in
outlying communities.
Certain cold facts are behind AC Transit's heightened concern. Last year, in
bidding to continue bus business in
central Contra Costa County, the District
had to bow to lower wage rates prevailing in that area. Next year, fixed-route
'Tri Delta Transit' service in eastern Contra Costa will be taken over by another
contractor, again paying lower wage rates.
Will AC Transit continue to wane in all
but the heavily-populated urban East Bay
area? This question is of even more
immediate relevance because of concern
about BART Express bus contract service.
"We believe we can be competitive in
contract service in the years to come and that begins with BART Express service," says General Manager L. A. Kim-

Riders use new vehicle

ball.

But, he stresses, success will be contingent upon rethinking certain concepts, including narrow job classifications
and inflexible pay rates which don't rec-

ognize the difference between operating
service in suburban areas and on heavilytraveled city streets.
"It's a matter of grave concern to AC
Transit that we be competitive if we have
to bid against others for the BART
Express service contract, and that means
minimizing all expenses of operating this
service - particularly the cost of labor,
which is the largest single expense,"
according to Kimball.
"What's important from our viewpoint," he added, "is establishment of
internal guidelines for formulating competitive contract proposals in the years to
come."
Though not matters for the bargaining
table, other factors relating to the two
different kinds of bus service can be
expected to come under close scrutiny in
coming months.
The District will continue to press for
small, efficient, economical coaches better tailored to suburban usage; and it may
begin rethinking the location and lay-out
of facilities for outlying service areas perhaps creating 'mini-divisions' from
which scaled-down coaches would disperse to meet the unique schedule, ridership, and terrain demands of suburban
service.

Trim-and-improve program wins praise
According to expert outside assessment, AC Transit's long, ongoing campaign to trim costs and improve productivity has paid off in the form of specific,
impressive dollar figures.
A report issued recently by Deloitte
Haskins & Sells, the District's independent auditors, summed up the achievement in these words:
"Increases in efficiency have allowed
AC Transit to reallocate $2.5 million previously expended for administrative purposes to operations, and, additionally,
they have been able to reduce the
amount of federal, state, and local taxes
used for operations by $5.6 million."
Specific projects cited as significant are
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AC Transit's new electronic fare collection equipment and computerized
scheduling, claims processing, and personnel tracking systems.
Automating manual tasks brought administrative cost savings which then
freed-up much needed dollars for operations. The shift to operations of some 70
former administrativelfinance/personnel
people is a key product of automation
efforts since June, 1981.
Commenting on the laudatory 'report
card', Michael H Fajans, President of the
Board of Directors, stated that the District would go forward in 1984 with a new
maintenance and materials management
information system.

Frank, fair, and concerned about their
transit services, present and future.
This is the profile which seems to fit
most all those AC Transit bus passengers
who take the time and make the effort to
communicate with the District.
Though accustomed to many telephone calls and letters - averaging some
700 per month over the last half-year Customer Relations also processes such
special incoming mail as that which is
stimulated by the new passenger newsletter, which includes a pre-addressed
return card by which bus-use maps,
schedules, and information can be
requested; general or specific complaints
filed; and comments recorded.
Collecting comments

The most recent distribution of the
quarterly "Passenger Lines", in October, produced a fairly typical range of
returned cards. The things that were on
passengers' minds included a general
range of suggested route and schedule
changes (always valuable input for service planners); requests for the Local
Monthly Pass to be useable, with payment of added fare, for Transbay trips;
interest in an AC/BART joint pass;
driver commendations; and complaints
ranging from being passed-up at bus
stops, to commute-hour crowding, to the
readability of coach head-signs; to the
comfort of bus seats; to the selfishness of
some fellow passengers in failing to yield
designated seating to the elderly and
handicapped.
Varying views
Some passenger return-card comments are swift and succinct: "Appreciate your good services" ... "Maybe you
can have a little cleaner buses" ...
"Books of $.60 tickets for Transbay
seniors going to S.F."
Some passengers attach page-length,
thoughtful communications showing

to

communicate

conscientious concern.
"First of all, do you think it would be
possible for drivers to announce major
stops on their routes? Some drivers do
this for their blind passengers, but I think
everyone benefits from this practice.
Also, is there any policy on where a
coach stops? Some stop out in the lane of
traffic, some pull up to the curb, and
some pull to the curb near the bus sign. If
not, I recommend the lattermost procedure: to pull up to the curb near the
bus sign. I'm sure handicapped and
elderly passengers would appreciate this
very much ... "
Processing of these cards includes
mailing specified materials, plus sending
individual replies, if requested.

Mag gives
Top spot
To AC bus

BUS WORLD's Fall, '83, edition, assessing
Gillig's "Phantom" design, chose a District
model (at BART/Fremont) for cover treatment. Cover status also was given another
AC Transit bus by the November issue of
APCO Bulletin (Journal of Public Safety
Communications) .
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Fall brings harvest of drivers honored for safety milestones
"Expect the unexpected"

JUST REWARD - Manuel P. "Paul" Mendes
received his 25-Year Safe Driving Award October 31 at Newark Division, receiving congratulations from Superintendent L. L.
McDonald. The native Hawaiian became a
driver in 1957, transferring from Seminary to
Newark 18 years later. He subscribes to the
wisdom quoted above; and, with other rules of the
road, it earned him the District's 48th such
award.

33- Year Safe Driver
Says, "Don't rush"
SAFETY FIRST - John Zorman is the first A C Transit operator to reach the 33- Year Safe
Driving milestone. He reached
this goal November 29, saying
"I'm now working on 341" Zorman was honored for his recordsetting feat at General Office
ceremonies December 14, at
which time he received a commendatory resolution and plaque from
the Board of Directors. In behindthe-wheel terms, his record represents having traveled more than a
million miles and having carried
an estimated two-and-a-haif million passengers safely. Zorman
became a driver in 1947, joining
Seminary Division when it opened
that year.
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"Keep your mind on the job"

"You have to have patience"

During the fiscal year which ended
in June, District drivers earned 1,059
individual safe driving awards
(including 47 commendations for 20
or more accident-free years at the
wheel) while registering more than 32
million miles in revenue service.
The year's District-wide safety
statistics also showed that average
mile s between accidents increased
again - up from 16,418 miles-permishap in FY 1982 to 16,600 this past
period.
In the area of security, installation
of more than 100 surveillance
cameras was one of the tools applied
to discourage anti-social behavior and
vandalism on the buses. As a result of
this and other measures , the District
realized a 40% decrease in incidents
on coaches during the past fiscal year.

Month's safety target hit

50th RECIPIENT - James C. Taylor offers
the philosophy above as key to becoming a 25Year Safe Driver. An operator since 1954,
Taylor earned his first safety award the following year. He has spent his entire career (starting
with AC Transit's predecessor) at Richmond
Division. The Arkansas native offers this additional suggestion to drivers: "Don't get angty
with your passengers. It won 't help. "

DRIVING HABITS - Prudent patience marks
the slogan contributing to Bernard C. Gurecki's
25- Year Safe Driving Award. An operator since
1956, he worked at Seminary Division before
transferring to Newark in 1977. This New York
City native likes to display fresh f70wers on the
dash as a gesture to passengers. Another
Gurecki work habit is "always letting the other
guy go first when driving. "

Newark Division led in the October
safety statistics, its drivers having
achieved an average of 28,980 miles per
accident.
Seminary Division drivers tallied
16,195 miles per mishap, besting Richmond's average of 16,163 miles and
Emeryville's 13,570 miles per accident.
The monthly goal against which driver
safety performance was measured is
13,250 miles per accident.

More patrons to have eased access via Lifts, 'K neelers'
Patrons in the San Leandro-Hayward
area who have need for easy-access bus
service will be able to take advantage of
newly-offered wheelchair lift/'kneeler'
boarding options beginning December
lion Lines 93/93A.
This service is designed to give senior
citizens and handicapped patrons new
mobility within their communities via
regular bus service. For those riders
using wheelchairs or walkers, the accessi ble buses have elevator-like lifts for
boarding and alighting. Another option is
the 'kneeler' feature , which lowers the

front end of the coach, easing the rider's
step upward for boarding.
Most Line 93/93A trips will offer
accessible service seven days a week (the
exceptions being some weekday commute - period runs). Not all stops,
however, are served by the specialequipment buses. Stops deemed both
convenient to and safe for use by handicapped riders are identified by a wide
blue band on the pole and the handicapped symbol on the sign. That symbol
also is prominently displayed on the front
of all accessible buses.
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FOCUS: Transit People and Projects

FOCUS: Transit People and Projects

LIFT TEST - AC Transit's Advisory Committee on Accessibility participated in recent test of
wheelchair lift - part of an ongoing evaluation.
New General Manager L. A. Kimball (dark
glasses) took the opportunity to meet committee
members, including (tower left) Steve Herber.
District buses utilize two lift models, but the test
here was of equipment used on Seattle coaches.

1

SLICE OF LZFE - Former General Manager Robert E. Nisbet cuts a piece of cake
from. the speclGlly decorated pastry prepared for his last official Board of Directors
meeting .a t the end of October. The surprise cake-break was a gesture of informal congratulatlOnsfor more than a quarter-century of service in public transit. A formal retirement event is being planned in Nisbet's honor for mid-February, commemorating his
long career as a transit advocate at the local, regional, state and national levels. As the
District'sf~rst employee: Nisbet compiled the Transit District Law that now is part of
Calif?rnlG s Pl!bIic UtilItIes Code. He was Attorneyfor the Districtfor many years prior
to being appOinted General Manager in 1978.
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COMMITTEE
KUDOS - Loren
A. Ball, transportation manager,
displays award for
work on a committee, comprised of
jive transit professionalsji"om across
the country, which
supplied San Francisco Municipal
Railway with suggestions for improvements following a four-day
evaluation. The
Peer Group Accident Review Committee's recommendations covered
hiring, training, incentive, and discipline procedures.
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Transbay Terminal

New information layout is launched
A colorful new guide to the Bay Area's
public transit systems - and to San Francisco's cavernous Transbay Transit Terminal itself - was unveiled on the
Mezzanine level of the site in midDecember. Regional Transit Association
(RT A) Chairman Keith Bernard
introduced the newly-installed, omnibus
"Information Center" - the prototype
lay-out in a program aimed at telling
transit users how easy it is to get around
the San Francisco Bay Area without a car.
The Information Center display is
highly visible within the Transbay Terminal, a huge and potentially formidable
landmark located at First and Mission
Streets. The display contains such basics
as getting around the building to use
available transit systems, and this information is backed by RT A-developed
signage throughout the Terminal.
The Information Center also includes
detailed route maps and guides to all
public transit networks in the region: the
four systems serving the Terminal - AC
Transit, Golden Gate Transit, SamTrans
and San Francisco MUNI, plus BART,
Santa Clara County Transit, the
CAL TRANS-operated Peninsula Train

and central Contra Costa's 'County Connection'.
How to walk from the Terminal to
MUNI Metro and BART (the latter
offering transfer connections to other
regional systems in outlying areas) is
explained in the information installation.
A stroll from the site also offers access to
many popular in-city destinations - the
Financial District, Union Square,
Embarcadero Center, and the Moscone
Center, all of which are spot-lighted in a
detailed downtown map.
Transit travelers will look to the information lay-out also for detailed descriptions of bus and train routes, operating
hours and frequency of service, fare
information, and other 'How to ride ... '
data.
AC Transit Marketing Manager Mike
Mills spearheaded the project, planned as
first of several. "This is an outstanding
example of inter-agency coordination to
encourage transit use," said General
Manager L. A. Kimball of the joint efforts
of RTA, Metropolitan Transportation
Commission and CAL TRANS, which
operates the Terminal.

Phillip Aguilar
Maintenance
Emeryville

George Alexander
Transportation
Richmond

Willie Amos
Transportation
Seminary

Donald Cooper
Transportation
Seminary

Laverne Evans
Transportation
Richmond

Adonna Faulkner
Transportation
Emeryville

Viola Jones
Transportation
Richmond

The retirement round-up
• Lawrence Brady, Driver, Emeryville Division, 30 years.

THE COVER - For passengers
who've enjoyed in past years the
cheery sight of a brightly decorated
bus approaching their stop, the
pleasure will be double this season.
Launched into regular revenue service
the day after Thanksgiving were a
pair of holiday-brightened buses,
their clean coats of paint and hollyand-elves decor provided by Maintenance personnel, including those seen
posing with their handiwork in the
top photo. In addition to carrying
standard loads of passengers headed
for work or school or shopping, the
decorated buses participated in such
November civic events as Oakland's
Santa Parade and Grand Lighting
Ceremony.
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Volunteer ism is honored
TOP VOLUNTEER - Mike
Curry (right),
Marketing, is congratulated on being
named "Volunteer
oj the Year" by the
American Cancer
SOCiety's Alameda
County Unit. His
12 years oj service
have included
organizing the
unit's Communication Committee,
and he's now in his
second term as
Nominating Committee Chairman .

Charles Duncan
Transportation
Seminary

• Calvin Bryant, Jr., Driver,
Emeryville Division, 21 years.
• Louis Jones, Driver, Seminary
Division, 30 years.
• Romeo S. Marsh, Transportation
Supervisor, 28 years.
• Richard P. Pracht, Driver,

Emeryville Division, 21 years.
• John B. Purcell, Driver, Richmond
Division, 26 years.
• Ronald S. Sunseri, Driver, Newark
Division, 17 years.
• AlIena M. Williams, Senior ClerkLead (Time-Keeping), 39 years.
• Eligie Williams, Driver, Emeryville Division, 20 years.

AC Operators Stewart and Whitehouse meet deaths in November
November was marked by the
untimely deaths of two AC Transit drivers with a combined service record of
nearly 30 years.
Robert L. Stewart, 41, a driver for
nearly 13 years, died November 8, in
Pittsburg. He worked out of Richmond
Division.
Stewart, a Pittsburg resident, is sur-

vived by his widow, Juanita, and
daughter, Cristina.
James J. Whitehouse, 55, a is-year
veteran behind-the-wheel, died November 13 at his home in Hayward. He was a
Seminary Division driver.
Whitehouse is survived by his mother,
Martha L. Doyle.
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Actions of th@ Board
At an adjourned regular meeting October 19, the Board of Directors:
• Adopted resolution authorizing
contribution of monies derived from
taxes and subsidies - into certain
"restricted" funds; awarded contract to
Alarmex for Central Facility security
system; approved revised operating
budget, Fiscal Year 1983-84, for Districts
1 and 2 and for contract services, on
motion of Director McDonnell.

SL/Castro Valley get new service
San Leandro-Castro Valley benefits
from this month's Line 84 re-route providing service to Eden and Laurel Grove
Hospitals.
The new route operates through an
area previously without transit service,
and is expected to be particularly helpful
to hospital patients, employees, and visitors .
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COMMUNITY PROJECT - This attractive
and junctional bus shelter, an example of
cooperation between the City of San Leandro
and A C Transit was completed in late November
in the Downtown Plaza Shopping Center. Built
by Ronald Fisher Co., of Hayward, the structure
provides protection from the elements for AC
Transit patrons. The shelter was designed by
members of the San Leandro City StaH
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